A4LE – Design Response to COVID
SD 71 Operations response to COVID

1. Protocols
2. Mechanical changes to improve ventilation
3. Transportation
4. Outdoor learning
5. Handwashing sinks
6. Physical changes – signage, barriers, school access
Arden Elementary
Arden Elementary
Queneesh Elementary
Outdoor classroom goals:

- An outdoor classroom for every school – six underway now;
- A standardized plan that complies with all relevant building codes;
- visually pleasing;
- have adequate space for a large class of kids;
- be long lasting (> 30 years); and
- Low maintenance.
Looking Forward – Island Timber Frame
ITF rendering 2
Handwashing sinks

Wash your hands like you’ve been chopping Jalapeños and you need to change your contacts.

Dr. Bonnie Henry
A sink in every entrance
Sinks in every hallway
Sinks where we cannot have a sink.
Modified fountains
Changes to new construction on the fly
“Right is Polite”

FLOOR DECALS

6x6” SOCIAL DISTANCING FLOOR DECAL
Slip-guard laminate over vinyl

2m (6 feet)
Please Ensure Social Distancing

$2.50 ea.

ONE WAY

Please Wait Here

One person at the counter at a time

$10.00 ea.

11.25” ROUND COUNTER/SINK DECAL
Slip-guard laminate over vinyl

For your safety, please walk one way, single file and keep 2m (6 feet) apart.

$4.00 ea.

5x15” ONE WAY ARROW DECAL
Slip-guard laminate over vinyl
A scene from 2019...

Questions?